JOEL SAUCEDO

FRONT-END WEB DEVELOPER
joelcmk@gmail.com

Austin, TX

970-331-2807

joelsaucedo.com

OBJECTIVE

I am an analytical, creative and detail-oriented professional seeking a position as a
front-end developer. I am looking to work for a company working on an engaging,
useful product while promoting innovation and entrepreneurship.

RECENT PROJECTS

MyFlix: Film database
Fullstack app: React + Node.js + JWT + Mongodb + Heroku
Built a Restful API from scratch that allows the user to create/delete an account,
add movies to favorites, it has a list of movies with their title, description, genre,
and director’s name.
Features:
Create and delete user profile
Browse, add and remove movies from list of favorites
Shows user description of the movie, genre and director
Meetup: Find events in your city
Frontend app: React + AWS Lambda + Meetup API
Features:
User is able to find local events from anywhere around the world
Each event has a description, date, time and a graph that shows how many
people are attending
Displays a graph that indicates how many events are happening on a given day
by location

EXPERIENCE
Austin, TX
March 2020 - Present

Accenture
Content Moderator
Met client satisfaction and expectations by receiving and applying constructive
feedback
Assure that users are safe on the platform by removing unwanted content that
violates community guidelines
Adapt to a fast-changing environment with new technologies, policies, and
trends
Regularly attend meetings regarding company updates and new technologies

Avon, CO
September 2014 November 2018

Westin Hotels
Hospitality
Communicated updates daily to coworkers and accordingly allocated and
distributed work assignments
Supervised the overall activity of eight team members to assure customer
satisfaction
Resolved customer cases by consulting with other Westin Hotel departments

EDUCATION

CareerFoundry
Certificate in Full Stack Development
Completed an intensive, self-paced program that emphasized technologies
required by the expanding tech industry
Utilized a support network of mentors and tutors to monitor the progress and
assure that the program was being successfully completed

Online
2019 - 2020

LANGUAGES

English

Spanish (native)

SKILLS
FRONTEND

BACKEND

MARKUP

OTHER

React

AWS LAMBDA

HTML

Git

Vue

Node.js

CSS

Test-Driven Development

jQuery

MongoDB

SASS

Expo

Firebase

